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INTRODUCTION

With the continued improvements of next generation sequencing technologies and their advantages over traditional Sanger sequencing, the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) has modified its sequencing pipeline to take advantage of the benefits of such technologies. Currently, standard 454 Titanium, paired end 454 Titanium, and Illumina GAII data are generated for all microbial projects and then assembled using the Newbler genome assembler. This allows us to efficiently produce high quality draft assemblies at a much greater throughput than before.

However, it also presents us with new challenges. In addition to the increased throughput, we also have to deal with a larger number of gaps in the Newbler assemblies. Gaps in these assemblies are usually caused by repeats (Newbler collapses repeat copies into individual contigs, thus creating gaps), strong secondary structures, and artifacts of the PCR process (specific to 454 paired end libraries). Some gaps in draft assemblies can be resolved merely by adding back the collapsed data from repeats.

METHODOLOGY

To expedite gap closure and assembly improvement on large numbers of these assemblies, we developed the following protocol and have written software to automate these steps.

1. Identify and distribute the reads for each captured gap into sub-projects based on read pairing information.
2. Assemble the reads associated with each sub-project using a secondary assembler, such as Newbler or PGA. Validate assembly using anchor sequences.
3. Determine if any gaps are closed after reassembly, and either design fakes (consensus of closed gap) for those that closed or design primers for finishing reactions in gaps that could not be closed automatically.

SOFTWARE DETAILS

• This software package, written in Perl, was designed specifically to help automate the process of gap closure and assembly improvement in next generation assemblies.
• Designed to be modular, the software currently contains modules to reassemble the gaps using either Newbler or PGA. Primer3 is used design primers for finishing reactions in gaps that could not be closed automatically.
• The software was written to run on Linux. Other operating systems have not been tested yet.
• On a typical microbial genome of size 3.5Mb, gap resolution takes approximately 0.5 hrs to complete.

CONCLUSION

• Use of this software on microbial genome assemblies has demonstrated effectiveness in reducing manual finishing on each project. We are currently testing the software for use on fungal projects.
• Preliminary results from an analysis of 6 microbial genomes showed a reduction in the number of gaps ranging from 14% to 39% (31% avg) when using the Newbler assembler for reassembling the gaps. Results were comparable using an alternative assembler such as PGA on microbial genomes, but improved noticeably when applied to fungal genomes, possibly due to differences in repeat structure.
• The software has shown an accuracy of approximately 99% for the gaps that were automatically closed.